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Getting Started 
The following chapters describe how to install and set up Messenger Pro, 

and give you an introduction to writing, sending, receiving and reading messages. 
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1. Installation 

Copying the Software onto your Hard Disc 

Messenger Pro is supplied as a series of compressed files, which you will need to unpack onto your 
hard disc using !SparkPlug (supplied), following the steps below. Your disc <;ontains five archives: ' 

MessPro: 
Manuals: 
Sys Log: 
System: 
Words: 

The main Messenger Pro program 
The comprehensive online documentation 
A program used by Messenger Pro to keep logs of what's going on 
Acorn's Toolbox modules and other shared components needed to run Messenger 
Spell check dictionaries 

ADFS::MHli'mS • !l 

\./ • • !ReadMelst !SparlrPtu1 Manuals MtuPro 

• • • 0 
Sys/or s, • .,,, Word• XtroDot:s 

Load SparkPlug by double clicking its icon. You can open the archive files by double clicking on ' 
them. Once opened, you will see one or more files/icons. You can drag these to your hard disc as 
described below. 

Start by deciding where to put Messenger Pro on your hard disc. If you already have an Internet 
programs directory, that would seem like a sensible place. Double click on the MessPro archive, ' 
then copy (drag) !Messenger to the desired location on your hard disc. 

Next, open Manuals and SysLog. The !Manuals and !SysLog applications need to be copied to 
!Boot.Resources so that they are seen by your computer every time. To open !Boot (on the top level 
of your hard disc), hold down Shift when double clicking on it. Then go into the Resources folder. 

You may not have the latest versions of Acorn's Toolbox modules installed, so you will need to copy 
the contents of the System archive to a temporary directory. Next double click on !Boot on the top 
level of your hard disc, and click on the System option. Drag the !System from the temporary place 
to the window that appears, and click on Merge. 

To complete the process, you should shutdown and restart your computer. 

Starting Installation 

When you first run Messenger Pro on your computer, it will take you through a series of installation 
screens, to help you set the program up. The first installation screen (shown on the next page) 
creates !NewsDir, which is where the program will store all your mail, news and most settings (so 
it's quite important, and worth the occasional backup!!!). If Messenger finds that you already have a 
!NewsDir on your machine, it will move immediately to the second screen. 
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1151 "" ~- Hessenoer insraBatlon ,-·z· "'"'" kt' 

i. 

p~ / Messenger needs to create a resource direaory in which 
J ~ to srore messages and configuration information. Please 

, ~ drag the icon to a sukabl< dir<ctory and then press 
t\staU ro continue . 

• Create resource directory ln 

!NewsDir I AOFSooHordOisc4.SJBOOT .Resources.!NewsOir 

~ Cancel II~ 

The program will automatically suggest a location for !NewsDir (normally !Boot.Resources) and this 
is almost certainly where it should go. If you have a desperate desire to put it somewhere else (eg. 
in your Internet programs directory) then drag the !NewsDir icon to the place you want, but in 99% 
of situations, you should simply accept what's there and click Install. Clicking Cancel will stop 
installation at any point. 

You will then be asked which server you wish to use: 

llQl.h .. Messenqer IMla'lkuion 

Wekome to Messenger Pro! 

~ ~ -~ 
To in.stall Messenger, first of all select the type of 

~rver you wilf be usinq and elicit Install to 
continue. 

Server J '1tssengtr OJllne Database 1ll 
+"· 

~I rui.u I 11 

Messenger Offline Database 
If you are using a modem or ISON to connect to the Internet, and download your mail 
to your hard disc, pick this option. This is the "standard" choice. 

Messenger IMAP/NNTP Client 
This option is only available in the "online" edition of Messenger Pro; it allows you 
to connect to network mail/news servers. This is only of use if your machine is on a 
network, and you wish to access a central mail/news store. 
Installation for this option is covered in a separate sheet provided with the Online version. 

If you pick the standard Offline Database option, you will need to connect to the Internet to fetch 
your mail, but you will be able to read and write messages at any time without being online. 

In a network environment, the advantage of the IMAP option is that you can read your mail/news 
from any machine on the network, as it is stored centrally, rather than being downloaded to your 
hard disc. 

Choose which option you want from the popup menu, and then click on the Install button to 
continue. 
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Messenger Pro is designed to work with all manner of different Internet connection and mail/news 
fetching programs. The next step is to tell Messenger about yourself and the software you use. The 
program uses this information to create your "user" - personal settings. Later in the manual, you 
will learn how to add passwords and the like, and also create additional users. This first user is 
considered to be the "master". 

llGI MtsMllll• ilutallalion ~. 

~ PIH,. •llUr your d<toih btlow, s.Uct w/Uch 

~ mail and n.ws/tkhu prof/,_• you will bt :~ 
using, and click /mtoU to condnut. 

~s'""" ot1,,,;,,istrator 

Lasin nanw I ~xampl~ I 
E-mail oddn., I uamplt(@fntuk.com I 

Rtal nant• I An Ezampk I 
Orrani:.adon I Homt I --

- Transporls -
u .. I POP•ar 1lJ for tranef•rrintl mail 

II 
Un I NrwJllound 1ll for ~trring ftlWS -

rJ Cancel 11 Install I 

IMPORTANT NOTE: It is tempting to press return when you finish typing into the boxes in this 
window. Don't! The Transports section is critical, so you may wish to fill that in first. 

The first box, the rather cryptically titled Login name, is the name by which Messenger Pro will 
identify you (in Messenger-speak, your "user name"). If you are the only person who will be using 
the software, you can put anything you like into the box, but we recommend using the "bit before 
the @ sign" in your email address. So, if your address was tony@freeuk.com, you'd enter tony here. 

Next you will be asked to specify your email address (if you aren't sure about this, you should 
contact whoever set you up with your internet account), real name (your own name - if you aren't 
sure about this one, you should seek professional help!!!!) . The last writable box is for your 
Organization. If you are a company, this will be obvious, but most people will enter Home here. 

The Transports section allows you to select, via popup menus, which software you are using to 
fetch mail and news. If you are using R-Comp's DialUp software, pick POPstar for mail and 
NewsHound for news. For other Internet connection software, pick the appropriate one from the 
list. Please note that your computer must have seen the programs in question for them to appear on 
the menu. 

When you have finished entering these details, press the Install button to continue. There may be a 
pause at this point whilst Messenger reads in information from your mail/news fetching software. 

It is advised that you don't have any downloaded mail or news waiting (ie. downloaded, but not yet in your 
email software) on your machine at this point. If you have any problems at this stage, you may need to delete 
the MsgSeroe directory inside !NewsDir or contact R-Comp for more information. 
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If you have been using (or have had on your machine) an old version of Messenger, or the 
NewsBase program, you may be asked whether you wish to upgrade it to Messenger Pro at this 
point. It is entirely up to you, and the upgrade can be performed later if you wish. 

d i Htssatoor installation 

~ Messenger has deteaed an existing Newsbase ~ 1~ installation. Would you like to upgrade this for use 
with Messenger Pro? l!!:l 

~ 
!News8ase 

~ Don't upgrade 11 Upgrade I 

The only advantage of upgrading at this early stage is that all the read/unread status of your old 
messages will be converted correctly (because you don't have any mail in Messenger Pro yet). The 
upgrade process can take quite a while if you have a large amount of old mail and news. 

Clicking Upgrade or Don't upgrade will take you on to the next stage of the installation. 

Messenger Pro will now attempt to read in the necessary information from your Internet software (if 
possible), to keep things easy. You will be asked to confirm that it is correct: 

Messen r insr:aUation. 

To f11tish installation, please enter the following 
details about your site and how you send mail 

and news. Some of these 5'tti119s may have been 
detected atAomaticaUy. 

S-tte identification 

Host name~. 1 demon .co.ult 

Mail domain I 1ocutus.demon.co .ull: 

Organization ~I H_orn_• _______ _ 

Transport options 

Mailgateway~lpo_st(_d-em-o-~-c-o.-uk-------~ 

_J Post news via a mail to news gateway 

[7"" Handle local mail lntemally 

The first section of the window asks for information which will be used to identify your computer. 
These settings are not too critical to the use of the software, but it's a good idea to get it right! 

The first box - Host name - is the name of your account. Demon/Freeserve and similar customers 
should enter it as shown in the example. If your email address is of the form user@freeuk.com or 
user@argonet.co.uk, enter your user name in the first box, and the freeuk.com or argonet.co.uk in the 
second box. 
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The Mail domain is usually "the bit after the @sign" in your email address. It is likely to be similar 
to the host name, as you can see in the example. About the only time it could be different would be .---,,. 
if you had registered your own, different domain name. If the last sentence made no sense to you, 
then don't worry - it doesn't apply to you! So, FreeUK users would enter freeuk.com , Argonet 
users - argonet.co.uk, whilst Demon/Freeserve (etc.) would enter something like 
youraccount.freeserve.co.uk 

In most cases, you can leave the Mail gateway option blank, and ignore the warning which follows . 
Strictly, this should be set to the name of the machine via which mail is sent eg. post.demon.co.uk or 
relay~ freeuk.com but in practice (especially when you have more than one internet account) you 
may be best leaving it blank. 

You can safely ignore the mail to news gateway option. This is only useful if you can't post news 
any other way. It is so rarely necessary that, given the number of good free internet providers in 
existance, it is probably easier to change provider! If you need this, you'll know!!! 

Finally, the Handle local mail internally option controls whether local mail (ie. addresses without .---,,. 
an @) is delivered automatically by Messenger. If you leave it unticked, it will be sent normally. 

To complete the installation, click Install. Congratulations! 
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2. Quickstart guide 
The first few minutes are always the most daunting with any new piece of software. It is especially 
true of such a flexible and powerful program as Messenger Pro. This Quickstart section of the 
manual aims to show you the basics of Messenger so that you can get off to a good start. 

Loading Messenger Pro 

If you have just completed the installation as described on the previous pages, Messenger Pro's icon 
r"\ will be on the iconbar, and you can skip the next paragraph. 

To load the program, first open the directory on your hard disc containing the 
!Messenger icon. In most cases, this will be your Internet programs directory. Next, 
double click on this icon, and Messenger Pro will load onto the iconbar. 

First Steps 

Logging in 

Unless you have specified otherwise, Messenger Pro will open its status window, and show you the 
login window in the middle of the screen. If either window doesn't appear, don't worry! If the 
login box doesn't appear, simply skip to the next step below. 

_J Remember details 

Notice the little blue-and-white i symbol? Clicking on this, in any window, will bring up the online 
help, and show you information about the window you're looking at. 

When you first installed Messenger Pro, you will have entered a "user name". In all likelihood, if 
your email address was fred@freeuk.com then your user would be fred . You can pick this from the 
menu to the right of the User name box. You should leave the Password field blank. This is not 
your internet account password, but is a private Messenger-specific password that allows each 
user's mail to be kept private. Since you will not have set a password yet, leave it blank. 

Finally, if you are the only person using the system, and don't want to be told to log in each time, 
simply click Remember Details, and you won't be prompted again. 

Bringing up the main Messenger Pro windows 

Messenger Pro has two main windows. If you left click on the Messenger icon on the iconbar, your 
"lnbox" (Incoming mail) will be shown with a toolbar across the top. All the mail you receive will 
appear here. Alternatively, if you right click on the iconbar icon, the Groups Window will appear. 
This is a similarly-styled window, and shows a list of newsgroups, folders of mail and mailing lists. 
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Writing and Sending your First Email 

With many buttons and icons, Messenger Pro's toolbars may seem quite daunting at first. 
Regardless of whether you open the Inbox or the Main Groups window as described on the 
previous page, the first button on the left of the toolbar is the Send Mail button: 

Click once with the left mouse button on this icon now. 

The Send Mail window will open: 

There are a number of options in this 
window. For the time being, you need only 
concern yourself with the To and Subject 
boxes. 

IQJ,. ,.., 

Toi 
Subfed I 

eel 

,...Attaelunenls 

I 

-"!!> .. -I'· "" Sellll tiulil ..~ ... 1~ 

Type in the email address of the person to 
whom you wish to send a message in the To 
box. If you are unsure who to email, you 
could always send one to rcomp@rcomp.co.uk 
(that's us!) and we will endeavour to reply 
to you as soon as possible to confirm that 
we have received your message. 

Show advanud option•-· I _J Re.ww11 receipt 

~ 

Ola 

11dl 
I 

I 1dl 

~: 
aJ 

In the Subject box, you should type in a 
meaningful title for your message. If you 
are sending your first message to us, you 

JI~ Cance/ I Send mail I Dtfer I Spell 11 Edit I 

might wish to type A Test Message here. 

Writing your message 

Next, click on the Edit button in the bottom right-hand corner of the window. A text window will 
appear in whichever text editing software you have on your computer. In many cases, this will be 
!Edit, but many people prefer !Zap or !StrongEd (http://stronged.iconbar.com/). The latter has quite a 
friendly email writing mode, but don't worry about that for now! 

You should start typing your message at the top left hand corner of the text window. It is good 
form to press return at the end of each line (every 70 characters or so, but who's counting!) so that 
the message is neatly laid out. 

Completing and sending your message 

Once you have finished typing your message. Go through the following steps: 

1) Press F3 (keyboard shortcut for save) 
2) Press Return. This saves the file (don't worry where!) for Messenger Pro to send. 
3) Finally, close the window. 

Once you have completed these steps, the title bar of the Send mail window will become yellow 

......... 

'\ 

'\ 

~ 

'\ 

'\ 

(active) again. Finally, click Send Mail. Next time you go onto the internet, the mail will be sent! '\ 
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Reading Email 

It may surprise you that we're looking at the fairly straightforward process of reading messages after 
the section on writing them. There is, however, method in our madness! Whilst some people may 
have a welcome message from their Internet Provider, or other email waiting to be read, many 
won't have anything to look at until someone replies to their first message. 

Fetching mail 

It may seem obvious, but before you can read mail, you will need to have downloaded some from 
the Internet. This will usually happen automatically when you connect to the Internet via your 
connection software. You don't need to do anything in Messenger to download your mail. Once it 
has been downloaded, Messenger will automatically pick it up and load it in, ready for you to read. 
This "pick up" process occurs within a few seconds of fetching, or when you load Messenger Pro. 

The Inbox window 

When you left click on Messenger Pro's iconbar icon, it will show you a window listing all your 
unread mail. Email messages which you have already read aren't shown, but don't worry, they are 
still there and easily accessible - we'll look at finding those in a moment. 

To the left of the subject of each message is a small picture representing the email and its "state": 
-"::I Unread messages will be shown as envelopes. 

CJ Messages with files attached will be shown as bulging envelopes. 
~ Emails which you have read will be shown as white "letters" (ie. you 've opened the envelope) 

~ Messages which are on screen being read will be shown as highlighted "letters''. 
X Messages to be deleted will be marked with a red cross. 

If you have the Inbox window (see previously) open when new mail arrives, the refresh button ~1 
will animate. Clicking on this will update the Inbox window to show the new arrivals. ..._, 

Viewing a message 

To open a message and display it on screen so that you can read it, double click the left mouse 
button on the message you wish to read. The Message Viewer window will appear: 

~,s;!Jf:::Jf;!JQEJ!:J!a!J~~~~ Pon•:§] Tlvud:§j 

2!.l.:tl ftomll>et• Bell<pre..efounqr1..dt1T101uo.ub Ocl: r 128 Apr 1999 1058 

~ Subl«f. I ltt· BT lgtlil:ion and rvw ISON2r 

I n MUa9e Cn..dc802511f9 a70220e11eauetnfuqonet.cg uk> 
Colin MeQueen <~M!t_a~onat_~o,_.,.~> vrote1 

> run. It woll't ccmnect vbtn the acdpt nin1 either. U I do a p• i tk 
) ICdpt prOCHI h •till oinning. HH •n1011e got 1111}' idN of w~t NY ba 
>wrong 1 

I believe that the TX ud RX light. on the Ignition li1111ly irwlicah 
activity on tbe. RS2J1 CS.ta port on the I9nition, .nd have notbin' 
!directly) to 4o vitb whathe.r you aii:e oo-ct~ to an ISD•2 or ISD•2a 
Hnin 101:, indH d, any ! alco coMectioo at all) , 

You can use the left/right arrow buttons on the left of the toolbar to move through your emails. 
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Replying to Messages 

Once you have read a message, the chances are that you will want to send a reply back to the person 
who sent it. To do this, click once on the Reply by Email button on the toolbar: 

This will open the Send Mail window (see the previous section on writing messages), but with the 
subject and recipient already filled in. Refer to the previous Writing Messages section for 
instructions on how to edit the message, and then complete/send it. 

Showing Old Messages 

Once you have read a message, Messenger Pro will mark it as "read", and won't normally show it to 
you again when you bring up the list of messages. To view such messages again, you need to make 
Messenger Show All the mail. To do this, press the middle mouse button (Menu) over the list of 
messages, and slide to the right off Display (the first option). From here, pick All Messages. 
Alternatively, you can click on the Display button on the toolbar: 

Setting a Signature 

B l 
M 

A signature on an email has rather more in common with a letterhead in traditional writing 
terminology. At its simplest, it can be just your name, but many people also add something about 
their geographical location (given that many people will see this, a whole address isn't 
recommended!), or about their computer or business. 

The signature is added to the end of each email that you send, with two dashes (--) separating the 
main part of the message and the signature (this is important - most email programs strip signatures 
automatically when replying). 

To set up your signature, press the Menu mouse button over the Messenger icon on the iconbar. 
Select Choices from the menu. In the Choices window, click Edit Settings. Finally, next to the 
Append Signature box, click Edit. Once you have finished creating your signature (more than four 
lines is regarded as rather "over the top"), save your signature (press F3, then Return) and close the 
window. Finally, click save in the Edit Settings window, and close the Choices window. 

Stopping and Editing Messages before they are actually Sent 

Sometimes, when you have written a message, you will have second thoughts about it, or want to 
make changes before you actually send it. Once you have clicked Send in the Send Mail window 
(see earlier in this chapter), the message is Queued to be sent next time you go onto the Internet. 

To show Queued messages, press the Menu mouse button over the Messenger icon on the iconbar. 
Go to the right off Utilities, and pick Show queues. A list of queued messages is shown, and if you 
single-click on one to select it, the message can be deleted altogether, stopped, restarted (ie. sent 
next time) or edited with the following toolbar buttons respectively: 
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Going Deeper 
The following chapters describe Messenger Pro's News and Mail facilities 

in more depth than the previous Quickstart sections 
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3. Getting Help with Messenger Pro 

The Online Manual 

This printed manual is intended to get you started, and cover the most important aspects of 
Messenger Pro. As such, we have not documented every icon and button in every window (!), and 
there may be more than one way to do certain things. A more comprehensive "blow by blow" 
manual is provided in electronic form, which can be accessed by selecting the Help ... option from 
the iconbar menu. It will bring up the following window: 

Introduction Server Choices Rererence 

• Wdcome • ~(Online) • Addre'> book 
• Jn,ral!atjon 
• Credit' 

• User de!ails (QnW) • Group choke' 
• Group mrn1a&ement (~ • ~ 'ul>jcrip11on 
• Filterini rule' (Offlinc only) • l£m..!ill[ , 

General Choices • kon elossary 
Basics • lntroduclio!l 10 PGP 

• Choices 
• Mailine h..,h • ~ 
• ~lay .. euine.., • Mnin and archive window-. 
• Edit ~ttin~~ • Group viewers 
• Speech op11ons • Me-'illge display' 
• Scorina cute... • Sendmv nJ;ul 
• AdYan1.-ed oprn • P9'una news 

• Me--~af:e Qllt!rnlion~ 
• New arri\ah. 

: i)~!u~e;~/n~& 
• Se .. rchin& 
• URL h;indlina 
• W .tsle basket 

Links are indicated in green and are underlined. Clicking one of these will take you to the section of 
the manual that tells you more about what the link indicates, in the same way as in a web browser. 

Help is also available directly for most of Messenger's windows, either by clicking the help button 
~in (usually) the bottom left.-hand corner of the window, or by pressing Fl. 

Interactive Help 

All of Messenger's windows support interactive help via the standard !Help program available on 
your computer. !Help can usually be found by clicking on the "Apps" icon on the iconbar, next to 
the floppy disc drive icon. Double click on its icon to load it. To get help, simply point at the part of 
the window you are interested in, and !Help will show you information about it. 

In addition, Messenger's main windows include an interactive help bar in which the function of the 
button currently under the pointer will be displayed. This works alongside the standard interactive 
help facilities, which provide further details. Most buttons will do slightly different things if you 
right-click on them as opposed to left-clicking on them. !Help will explain these different actions. 
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4. Reading Mail and News 

Logging In 

When you load Messenger, you must identify yourself to it before you can access your mail and 
news. If you are the only user of a system, this may seem superfluous (see the next-but-one 
paragraph for how to hide this window!). Clicking on the iconbar icon will initiate the login 
process, as will selecting Login ... from the iconbar menu. 

!Bl User Loain 

User name j mlsawte 11dl 
Password I---! I 

_J Remember details 

9 Canctl 1 I Login I 

In this window, you must first type your user name, or select it from the pop up menu, and then 
your password, if one is set. It is important to remember that this not your internet password, but a 
separate password to privately protect your mail. If you haven't explicitly set a password, then 
leave the box blank. 

Clicking Remember details will cause the program to log you in automatically with these settings 
next time, so that the user specified becomes the "default", stopping the User Login appearing. 

Click Login to complete the process. 

You may also log in by using the Login submenu on the iconbar menu. This contains a list of all the 
users on your system; to select one, simply click on it. If a password is required, the login window 
will be displayed to ask you for it. 

The Main and Archive Group Windows 
li5l XI MessenQer: Main arouos (Unread) J:J 

~ml~~~-'J!UJ ~~ ' Displaying 1797 m•ssages (1116 unr•adJ 

c(l .hcomtng mail 3/11 

t!J usefor [34/391 

~ comp.sys.acorn.hardware 27/413 

~ comp.sys.acorn.networking 14/210 ~ 
~ lin.wc .redhar.misc [1038/1124} ~ 

Messenger organizes mail/news into groups - collections of messages that are stored together. You 
can open a list of mail/news groups by right-clicking on the Messenger icon on the iconbar, or by 
picking Main groups from the iconbar menu. This provides an "overview" of your mail and news 
groups. Left-clicking on the iconbar icon takes you directly to your Incoming Mail. 

There are also Archive groups (ctrl-right-click on the iconbar icon, or Archive groups from the 
iconbar menu). These are identical to regular groups of mail, but are normally hidden so they don't 
get in the way. They are useful for storing "rarely viewed" messages that you still want to keep. 
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By default, you will see only those groups which contain unread mail. Messenger knows which 
messages you have read (looked at), and won't normally show you messages unless you haven't 
read them yet. This extends to whole groups of mail when you open the Main groups as described 
above - if the group doesn't contain any unread messages, then it will be hidden. If you wish to see 
all the groups or messages, regardless of whether they are read/unread, press the menu mouse 
button over the window, and move to the right off the Display option, then select All mail. You 
can also save this setting from that submenu. 

Entries in the Groups list window 

Each line in the window contains a graphical icon to show you what it is. For example, there are 
different icons for news groups, incoming mail and so on. After the name of the group, you will see 
the number of messages shown to the right. The left-hand figure is the number of unread messages, 
whilst the right-hand figure is the total. For example 10/50 would mean 10 unread messages from a total 
of 50 messages. If these numbers are shown in square brackets [] eg. [10/50] then there are new 
messages in that group. If there are any urgent messages to be dealt with then they will be shown 
in curved brackets ( ). Groups with urgent messages will always be shown. 

Double clicking on a group will open a window showing its contents. These will either be shown 
in order, or as a list of threads. A thread is a collection of related messages usually on the same 
subject/topic, with any replies to those messages. News groups are normally shown in this manner 
so that you can follow discussions more easily. 

All of Messenger's viewers (windows with lists of groups or messages) work in a similar way: 

•Selections can be made using Select to highlight one item, and Adjust to add/remove others. 
• Holding down Ctr/ allows a selection box to be dragged to include a range of items. 
• Double clicking an item usually opens the item for display or edit 
• Some windows allow entries to be dragged around within them by dragging using Select. 

Most such windows include a select all/ clear selection button. Clicking Select on this button 
will select all the entries in the viewer, whilst clicking Adjust will clear the current selection. 

Group Viewers 
IFul XI ,......,Of,, -...oUi> cornn . ..,..ocom'lttWorklng !liiireadJ p 

~l~ q,._ ~ ~.QJ~~~~ = 
Displaying 14 m•ssages (11 unr•adJ 

~ Subject I Sender I Oat• 

~~ Attaching G!Fs h•lp pi<as• 4/4 1 Moy 1999 

>("' 

"' 
BOiner Exdtonge 3329 1/1 26 Apr 1999 

:;:(! S..bware 1/1 27 Apr 1999 

.::'.(~ Bigwig 1/1 19 Apr 1999 

<.lfil Browse CD 0/1 26 Apr 1999 

l'l;lj BT 1!1'ition and new ISDN2e 113 27 Apr 1999 

~ BT 1!1'ition and new ISDN2• Colin Hc:Ouun 27 Apr 1999 lf fie, BT Ignition and n•w ISDN2• Peter S.U 28 Apr 1999 

.!!::! R•, BT 1!1'ilion and n•w ISDN2• Jara L Brown 29 Apr 1999 

4"' Con't find shar•d print., 1/1 23 Apr 1999 . 
:;:! I: ,,.(~ canceUing messages 2/2 28 Apr 1999 [j 
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A group viewer lists the messages and/ or threads that a group contains. For each message, the 
~ subject, sender and date of sending are shown in the window, as well as an icon giving a visual 

indication of the message's status: 

Unread/read: 

Replied to: 
For attention: 

The message is shown as an envelope or opened letter respectively. 
A bulging envelope signifies an attached file. 
The opened letter is shown with a tick overlaid. 
A red dot is shown next to these messages. 

In the case of a threaded news group, a list of threads will be shown, each of which shows its subject 
and the number of messages contained within it. 

Double-clicking on a message will display it on screen, whilst double-clicking a thread will show 
the first message of that topic. As you move forwards and backwards through the messages, the 
program will automatically open each message or thread, and also highlight the current message in 
the list, scrolling the window if necessary. 

Shift double-clicking on a thread will show you all the messages it contains, or allow you to 
"collapse" (close) one that is already showing its contents. Replies to messages in threads (ie. 
followup articles) are indented from the original message, leading to a tree-like display. 

Sorting messages 

You can quickly change how the messages are sorted in the window by left or right clicking on the 
column heading you wish to sort on - left click to sort in ascending order or right for descending 
order. Each group can have its own special sort settings, so you can make sure that the messages 
are always shown just as you want them. To save the settings, press Menu over the window, and go 
to the right off Display then Settings and click Save. The Edit option on this menu opens a window 
allowing you to fine-tune sorting (eg. sorting on several things) and other settings for the group. 

The Display menu also allows you to show all messages, unread messages or read messages, as 
well as toggle threading on/off for the group. These settings can be saved as described above, too. 

Drag-and-drop 

Messages can be copied or moved to another group by dragging them from one window to the 
other - hold down Shift if you want to move rather than copy. You can also drag messages to other 
programs (to load them into other programs) or to a Filer window (to save them to disc). 

Message Display (ie. reading messages) 

Double-clicking on a message opens a window displaying it, with a toolbar across the top for 
common operations. The first four buttons allow you to navigate between messages, whilst the fifth 
from the left allows the header to be shown or hidden. This is the part of the message created by the 
mail/news program (and added to by other computers as it travels to the recipient). Most of the 
time you won't want to see this - it is off by default. 

Messenger colours the text in the window to show you what previous people have said. This allows 
you to easily follow replies, even when someone has replied to a reply to a reply ..... etc! Email and 
web addresses are shown in a different colour, and can be clicked on to trigger them. 
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IOI XI: -·- -· • · Misi .. Qlr, """"-"'s.caa>r11.Mlworldn'g.4?75" [1112101 ·.r.c -· f- ~. -~ 1'.l' 

g~~~IJB_tj~~~~~ Parts :'.!dJ Thread 1dJ i . 
..!!l.±J From I Peter Bell <pet<r@foorsqre.dnnm.co.ult> Date I 28 Apr 199'1 1058 

..!!! Subject I Re, BT Ignition and new ISDN2t ' 

In message <na.dc802548f9 .a70220cacgueen@argonet.co. uk> 
Colin McQueen <cacqueen@arqonet . co.uk> wrote: . 

> We have had our ISON line 110ved and upgraded to ISDN2e fro• ISDN2. our 
> Linu• bo• uses PPP (I think) ta connect to our ISP. Since we 110ved it all 
> the TA gives constant green lights on Tx and Rs without any script being 
> run. It won• t connect when the script runs either. If I do a ps • the 
> script process is still running . Has anyone got any idea of what 11ay be 
> wrong ? 

I believe that the TX and RX lights on the Ignition si11ply indicate 
activity on the RS232 data port on the Ignition, and have nothing 
(directly) to do with whether you are connected to ao ISDN2 or ISDN2e 
service (or, indeed, aoy Telco connection at all). 

My guess is that sOMthing has changed at the connection between the 
Ignition And your Linus: bo11:. Perhaps the port on your Linu• box ia 
enabled for logging in, aod ao initial prOllpt from one end is rejected 
by the other etc., leading to continuous traffic to and fro. 

I have a fairly old (certainly predates ISDN2e) Ignition connected to 
an ISDN2e line . 

n 
Altaduneru 

' ' • • I"- P.J 

On the toolbar, the single arrow buttons are previous and next, and take you through your 
messages one at a time. When you get to the end of your messages with the next button, the 
window will close. The double arrows allow you to jump to the previous or next thread. If you 
aren't interested in a thread, and want to mark all its messages as "read", hold down the Ctrl key 
when clicking on the previous or next thread buttons. 

Some messages may consist of several "parts". The most common case of this is where you have a 
text part of a message, with a file attached as the second part. In this case (as in the illustration 
above), the file(s) will be shown in a bar along the bottom of the window. In some cases, there may 
be several, separate, readable parts (sometimes the result of errors in the sending email software!). 
In this case, the arrows next to the word Parts in the top-right of the window will highlight, 
allowing you to move between parts. You can also select the part to read from the popup menu. 

A pop up Thread menu is available, which gives a list of other related messages, including any 
replies. To display one of these messages, simply click the required message from the menu. 

Dealing with attached files 

The bar containing the attached files will appear whenever there are any files attached to the 
message (both uu-coding and MIME methods are supported). From here, the file(s) may be 
extracted by dragging to a Filer window or another application, or by double clicking to load it just 
as you would if it were on your hard disc. Double-clicking with Adjust will open a save dialogue for 
the attachment, allowing you to change its name while saving. Note - if double clicking on a 
particular type of file wouldn't normally load it into a program (eg. double clicking a !Squash-ed file 
will just unsquash it), then you will need to save it out first. Sending files is covered in the next chapter. 
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Message Operations 

You can do a number of things with the messages that you view in Messenger Pro. Most can be 
done from either the list of messages, or from the Message Display window. Icons on the button bar 
allow common operations, whilst others can be found on the Message or Send submenus: 

Reply 
~I Send a :eply to the person who sent you the message, or reply to everyone who sent/received 
.5J!J it by usmg the Reply and Reply to all options. Chck with Select to send a Reply, or with 

Adjust to Reply to all. 

Followup 
~I This is similar to a reply, but applies to news group postings. Clicking with Select starts an 
~ ordinary followup article, whilst clicking with Adjust also emails a courtesy copy to the 

original poster. 

Forward and Bounce 
These options can be found on the Send submenu, and allow a message to be sent on to other 
people. Forward works a little like a reply, in that the normal mail sending window is shown first, 
and you can then edit the original message (or more usefully add your own comment) just as you 
would when replying to someone. 

Bounce, on the other hand, simply asks you for the person to send it to, and re-sends the original 
message exactly as received, only altering the header to ensure it is sent correctly. This is the best 
way to send someone an exact copy of a message. 

Save, Print and UU-decode 
Whilst the first two of these options should be self-explanatory, if you select a number of messages 
first, you will be able to save or print them all at once. This "multiple selection" method is useful in 
conjunction with the UV-decode option (for extracting certain types of file attachments). This is 
because it is possible to split UU-coded files over several emails. By selecting several emails and 
picking the option from the Message submenu, Messenger Pro can accommodate this. 

Delete and Undelete 
lvl I Click on this button to mark a message for deletion. Messenger carries out deletions when 

-'=!J you close the group list window (for speed). Clicking the button with Adjust will "unmark" 
it. When messages are deleted, they are placed in your waste basket which is cleared every 24 

hours by default. This is accessible via the Main Groups window toolbar (Adjust on iconbar icon). 

Copy To and Move To 
!ill I This button, and the menu options, allow you to copy or move messages to another folder. 
~ Folders are groups of email messages that you can create yourself from the Groups window. 

Status (read/unread etc.) 
Messages can be marked as unread, read, replied to, or as requiring attention. Read is implied by the 
latter two options which are mutually exclusive. Messenger will go out of its way to bring to your 
attention those messages that have been marked For Attention. Messages are automatically marked 
as replied to when you reply to them, but you can change this manually if you so desire. 
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Cancel (Send cancel request) 
Found on the Send submenu, this option allows you to send a cancel request for any news postings 
that you create. It will cause the article to be deleted from every news server that understands 
cancel requests. Note that Messenger will not allow you to cancel other people's postings! 

Group Management (Adding News Groups etc.) 

Telling Messenger Pro which newsgroups to fetch (and many other options!) is done through the 
Groups Management window. This can be found by pressing the Menu mouse button over the 
iconbar icon, and selecting Choices ... then Group management. If you have set up more than one 
user, this must be done by your master administrator user, which is usually the first one you created 
when you installed the program. The following window appears: 

JOI GrOUf') manaMmen.t - -· ~ 

--Database ,,, 

Group Fetch E"l'"v 

m comp.os.llnwc .Gf\nounce Full Def/14 t 

III comp.risks Full Def/14 

m comp.security.announce Full Def/14 

m comp.SIJS.acorn.aMounce Full Def/14 

kJj comp.sys.acom.apps Full Def/14 

m comp.sys.acorn.hardware Full Def/14 

III comp.sys.acorn.misc Full Def/14 

m comp.Slfl.acom.netwtrling Full Def/14 

l:l!l comp.sys.acorn.programmer Full Def/14 

i:tJ dtmon.annol8\ce Full Def/14 'i" 

~~ Remove I~~~ 
r7" Enable automatic expiry of old messages 

Ofi«e messages older than {3 / ~ do!15, by default 
. . 

··m Caner! J I Sav• I 

From this window, groups may be deleted from the database, and new newsgroups can be added to ,....., 
be fetched. You can also Edit the settings such as Expiry (the period Messenger keeps messages for 
before automatically deleting them) for each one. To add a new newsgroup to the list, click on the 
Add button which will bring up the Add newsgroup window: \ 

151'' . •• ·~~-·-· ',J ...... ;Add NW'SIVn1 .. - -
Show groups containing I ocom I~ 

~ Qlr: acom adverts I 

bCI Gk acom.dfmos 

~ cam.net.support.acorn 

~ comp.binaries.acorn 

m comp.sources.acorn 

~ cornp.svs.acom.ad'A>cacy 

I comp.sys.ocom.t!JCtro-<.pu. 

~ tffSifrw.he4p.acom 

!kl MflLr«hntr acorn GUgtmfll\ ' T 

Add r'W!WSljfOup 

I comp .sys.ocom.gomes I 
j Discussion. of games Jor Acom modin.es. 

J F«ch only htadtB ~ Fe:ch h1Gdtn CWtd bodits 

DI c.n"' 1 I Add I 
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The writable box three quarters of the way down the window allows you to name the newsgroup 
you want to fetch. It is also possible to search for it in a full list of groups. To do this, enter a word 
you are looking for into the top writable field (eg. Acorn in the example on the previous page) and 
click Show, then select the desired newsgroup. Click Add once you have typed in or selected the 
newsgroup you want. The newsgroup will be fetched the next time you download your news. 

Group Subscription 

The process of selecting a group to appear in your list of Main Groups is called Subscribing. 

By default, Messenger Pro has the Auto subscribe to groups option turned on in its advanced 
choices, and this whole section can be ignored, as you will always see all the available groups (ideal 
for a single user setup). Otherwise, you will need to pick which groups you want to follow. This is 
done by clicking on the Group Subscription button in the Main Groups window: 

You can also choose the Misc->Subscription menu option in the Main Groups window. 

However you trigger it, the Groups subscriptions window will open, showing you the groups 
available from which to select. If you get the Group Management window described previously, 
then you have the Auto subscribe to groups option turned on. The Subscription window is shown 
below: 

llOl XI ... Grouo subscriotiOn 

..) Mailboxts ~ New59roups/mailing lists ..) Folders 11 
Ii 

Unsubscribod groups Subscrlbod groups 

~ comp.os.linwc.an.nounce ' l!!J ocomet ' I• ~ comp.risb !!!/ acomet-announce 

l:tl comp.secwity.annowtce f!!j ANS 

l!!J cardigans 

El cdc 

1: f!!j <~stuff . 
l!!J I drums 

I!!/ fl 
I!!/ freenet·I 

I: l!!J tnetbeta 

' II 
l•1 Subscribo I ~'' 

Unsubscribe I 
~ - ' 

Along the top of the window are three radio buttons which select the type of groups that are 
displayed (user mailboxes; newsgroups and mailing lists; folders of mail). 

On the left of the window is a list of groups which are available, but to which you do not subscribe. 
On the right are those groups to which you are subscribed. 

Subscribing and unsubscribing from groups is a simple matter of clicking on the desired groups and 
clicking Subscribe or Unsubscribe to make the necessary changes; these take immediate effect. 
Close the window when you have finished. 
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5. Sending Mail and Posting News 
Mail 

The send mail window is brought up in a number of ways: 

• Clicking on one of the send mail/reply buttons 
• Shift-clicking Select on Messenger's iconbar icon 
• Choosing one of the send mail/reply menu options 
• Clicking on an email link from within another application (or Messenger itself) 

There are actually two versions of the Send Mail window, a simple one suitable for most messages, 
and an advanced version, offering finer control and additional options. 

The Simple Send Mail Window 

The simple dialogue contains three fields (described below), although only the To and Subject are 
compulsory. When replying, the To and Subject fields will be filled in for you. 

To ltre~oggs.oom 
Sub.fed I A test mnsage 

IDEFS::Han/Dild.$.Nn-MPMa1"'ol 

IDEFS::Han/Dilc5.$.joll(l/an!JH¥ 

Show adFam:ed oplion•-· 

11dl 
I 

After filling in the dialogue, clicking on Edit will bring up the message for editing. When you have 
finished editing, you should save the message from within the editor (usually press F3 then return). 
Next, close the editor window, and finally click Send mail to send the message, or Cancel to abort. 

To 
The To field can be a single email address or a comma separated list of addresses to which the 
message should be sent. The pop up menu to the right of this field (and the CC field) allows you to 
select addresses from your address book. 

Subject 
The Subject gives a title for the message, and should be chosen to reflect the message contents. 

cc 
Similar to the To field, the CC (Carbon Copy) icon allows you to add additional recipients. 
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Attaching files to your message 

The Attachments section allows you to include files as part of your message. To specify 
attachments, simply drag the required files into the Attachments box. This will list all the currently 
attached files. Should you wish to remove one or more, select them and choose the Remove option 
from the menu that is available by clicking Menu over the Attachments area. 

If you are sending to PC users, you should tick the MIME encoding button (in the Advanced 
window) to ensure that they can handle it. This can be set as the default in the Advanced Choices. 
Note that this is enabled as standard when installing Messenger Pro 2. 

The advanced Send Mail window 

If you click on the Advanced button in the normal (simple) Send Mail window, a more detailed 
version will appear. If you would prefer to always use the advanced window, this can be set in 
Advanced Options in the Messenger Pro Choices window (from the iconbar menu). 

IO I S•nilmail• 

From I R ... Comp <rcomp@r<'omp.co.uk> 1111 
To ltr,.fii>bloggs.com 1111 

Subject I A test mnsage I 
eel 1111 

Beel 1111 
File in I Selll mail 1111 

Reply To I 1111 
Signatur• I V./au/t 111 ~ Optn._ I al 
Anoohm•nls 

~ IDEFS::HardDiscS.$.NewMPManual ' [hi IDEFS::HardDiscS.$.jang/ass/ptff 

. 
\ 

f7 US<MIME f''ft:f\'Pt Sien _J R«1tust receipt 

g~ Caned I Send mail I V.fer I Spell 1 I Edit I 

From 
This is your address and is filled in by Messenger Pro automatically. If you have specified more 
then one email address for your user (see the Users section of the manual), then you can pick which 
you want to use from the popup menu to the right. 

BCC 
The BCC (Blind Carbon Copy) field does the same thing as CC, but none of these recipients will be 
listed within the message, so nobody will know who else received a copy. 

File in 
This field allo\YS you to specify the name of a Messenger Pro folder in which a copy of this message 
will be kept. The pop up menu to the right of this field gives a list of all your folders to choose from. 
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Reply to 
The Reply to field allows you to specify an alternative address to which replies to this message 
should be sent. Note that you do not need to set this to your own address, as this is automatically 
assumed. It should be considered as an "override" option. 

Signature 
This allows you to pick a signature to be used on the message you send. You can edit the chosen 
signature if you wish, or open a filer window allowing you to copy (add) and edit the signatures 
(they are just plain text). 

Deferring messages 

You will notice that there is a Defer button at the bottom of the Send Mail window. This allows you 
to stop one (or more) message, part way through, and store it ready to be finished later. This can be 
very useful if you are interrupted for any reason. In addition, if you are not sure if you wish to 
actually send the message for any reason (perhaps you are feeling annoyed at the time), you can 
defer the message and decide later whether you really want to send it! 

To use this feature, finish editing the message as normal (save and close the editor window). Don't 
worry that you may be midway through a sentence! Next, click on the Defer button, and the 
message will be deferred. 

Deferred messages are stored in a special folder called (surprisingly!) Deferred mail. Right click on 
Messenger Pro's iconbar icon to bring up your folder list, and you will see the Deferred mail folder 
there. Double click on it to open it, and you will see a list of deferred messages, and notice that it 
has a slightly different toolbar from normal. Click once on the message you wish to begin re
editing, and click on the Re-edit button on the toolbar to resume where you left off: 

~ 
News 

The Post news dialogue is brought up in several ways: 

• Clicking on one of the post news/followup buttons. 
• Shift-clicking Adjust on Messenger's icon bar icon. 
• Clicking on one of the post news/followup menu options 

Newrgroup$j comp.sys.acom.announa I 1dJ 
Sllijrctj Messengu Pro2 announcrd I 

FallD....,,To'=~~~~~~~~~~~i :lll 
R<plyTo 1lJ 

: : 
Show tulvallll'll options... 
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The standard Post News window 

The window contains four writable fields, although only the first two are compulsory. The contents · 
of these fields are described previously when they are also used for mail, and below when they 
apply only to news. In the case of a followup news posting (like a reply to an email, but for 
newsgroups), the Newsgroup and Subject fields will be filled in for you. Note - you should check 
that the posting still applies to the subject/newsgroup - discussions quickly head off topic! 

Newsgroups 
The Newsgroups field should contain a comma separated list of the newsgroups to which you wish 
your message to be posted, and is mandatory. You should ensure that your choice of newsgroups is 
appropriate given the content of your message, and that you post it to as few newsgroups as 
possible. Excessive crossposting is a form of net abuse, and may result in complaints to your ISP. 

Followup To 
The Followup To field allows you to specify an alternative, more appropriate, newsgroup or 
newsgroups to which followups to your message should be directed. If you wish followups to be 
sent to you by e-mail instead of to a newsgroup, then you can specify the newsgroup as "poster". 

The advanced Post news window 

This is very similar to Advanced Send Mail window, with additions for setting the Signature and 
where copies are filed, as before. There is only one addition which hasn't been covered elsewhere: 

Mail Copy To 
This field is similar to the CC field described for mail, and allows you to send a copy of the posting 
to someone via email (often to the original poster if you are replying). 

Deferring news postings 

This works exactly as per the instructions for deferring email messages, except that the deferred 
news postings are stored in a folder called Deferred news. 

Netiquette 

Messenger will check all of your messages to ensure they conform to the guidelines set down for 
acceptable usage of mail and news. In particular, Messenger will warn you about the following: 

• Signatures more than four lines in length 
• Messages containing tabs or control characters 
• Messages with lines in excess of 80 characters long 
• Messages without mandatory fields, e.g. Subject 
•Messages cross-posted to more than three newsgroups 
• Messages which consist entirely of quoted text 
• Messages which have no content 
• Attachments posted to newsgroups where binaries (files) are not allowed 
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6. Address Books 
As with their real-life counterpart, Messenger Pro's Address Books are used to store names and 
addresses. Of course, the addresses here are of the email variety! The reason that Address Books 
are referred to in the plural is that Messenger Pro provides two types of address book - a public one, 
which is available to all the users, as well as a private address book for each user. If you are the \ 
only person using the program, these will be one and the same, but if several family members are 
using the system, for example, they can each have their own lists of friends. 

When in use, both types of address book are shown together, so it isn't necessary to look in two 
places for the same information! Indeed, from now on we shall simply refer to the "Address Book" -" 
(meaning a list of all the entries) unless specifically necessary. 

Opening the Address Book 

If you want to add or modify addresses, you will need to open the Address Book window. This can 
be done in a number of ways: 

•Press menu over a Message List, or a Message Viewer, and use Misc-> Address Book 

• Press the F10 key when either a Message List or Viewer has the input focus 

• Clicking on the Address Book button in the Send Mail Window 

For most people, this last option will be the most commonly used method, as people usually think 
about addresses when sending or replying to messages. However you open it, a window will 
appear: 

431 Nltlnss boot - "' ·-
- Add1usn 

R.Comp A Rawnsky, R.Comp ~ · 

1f 
~ 

-
Edit J I O.ltlt . f I DistributiJJfr Listi 

I - ·-

~8 I C/Mt I 

As you can see, the window is shown with just one entry. From here, you can add new entries, edit 
existing entries and delete entries. It is also possible to import address books from other programs 
via this window, but this will be covered later, as will Distribution lists. 
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Adding Address Book Entries 

It is possible to add address book entries in two ways - either by clicking on the Add button in the 
"\ Address Book window, or by clicking on the small plus sign button that appears next to email 

address in a viewer windows, such as the snippet shown below: 

~SJJ~!2JiilJ 'i' J;d~~~~ Parts~ Thread~ 
l!.1.±J From I Peter Bell <peter@foursqre.demon.co.ub Date I 28 Apr 1999 10'58 

..!!] Subject I Reo BT Ignition and new ISDN2e 

You can see the plus button next to the word From in the above example. Clicking on this opens the 
"\ Add Address window, with the details filled in for you. The window is shown below: 

IJGJ .. Edila1ias 

Alias IR-Comp I 
Name j A Rawnsley, R-Comp I 

Addrn1 j rcomp@rcomp.co.uk I 
r Proptrlies 

_j Can handk PGP 
_j Llilo'ribution liJt 

- Vone 
~-oiL't l\'one 

Sampl• I Nont ~ 

~ Pusonal addnSJ book ..) Public addnss book 

g Canul 1 l Stt I 
The illustration shows the new address book entry as it would be just before completion. The three 
main text entry boxes form the core of the address book. Firstly, the Alias box allows you to enter a 
short hand way of referring to the address book entry. In many cases, this will be the same as the 
Name field, but not always. For example, you might have a relative called Robert Smith, but wish 
to refer to him as just Bob or Uncle Bob. In this case, the alias would be Bob (which you could type 
into the To or CC fields when sending messages), and the name Robert Smith. Note that you can 
leave the alias field blank if you wish. 

The Address field is the email address of the person. It is possible to enter a comma separated list of 
email addresses here, to have one address book entry which sends messages to a number of people. 
This is also the purpose of Distribution Lists (but for larger groups of people), covered shortly. 

The Properties box allows you to set options for that Address Book entry. If you wish to use 
Messenger Pro's PGP security features when sending messages to the person, you should tick the 
Can handle PGP option. PGP security is explained in the Messenger Pro online documentation, 
and is not for novice users! The Voice option will be greyed out unless Jonathan Duddington's 
Speak module is present; it allows the selection of a voice to be used when speaking messages from 
that person. Similarly, the Sample option allows different sounds to be played when messages are 
received from the person. 

Finally, you should choose whether the entry is to be shown in everyone's address list (Public 
address book) or just your own (Personal address book). Click Set to save the entry. 
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You should start by producing a list of the email addresses to which you want to send messages. 
This list should have an address on each line, and should be a plain text file. This allows 
distribution lists to be easily exported out of databases. 

In the Address Book window, you can click on the Distribution Lists button to open one or more 
Filer windows showing where Messenger stores the lists. If you are an "Administrator" user (which 
you will be if you only have the one user) then two windows will open, similar to public and private 
address book entries described above. If you look in the title bars of the Filer windows, you will 
notice that one window will include the text Userhome and the user's name - that's the private one. 

Place your text file of addresses into one of the Filer windows, and give it a suitable filename eg. 
Customers. You can close the Filer window(s) now. 

Next, click on the Add button in the Address Book window to begin creating a new entry for your 
distribution list: 
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Using the Address Book 

When you send an email message to someone, you will notice popup menu buttons next to the To, 
CC and BCC fields: 

Clicking on these buttons will open a menu listing the entries in the Address Book. To select an 
entry, click on it on the menu, and the email address will appear in the corresponding field. 

Editing Address Book Entries 

If you need to change an entry in the Address Book, you should highlight it by clicking on its entry 
in the Address Book window, then click on the Edit button. The window that appears is identical to 
that shown in the Add Entry section above, except that the existing details will be filled in ready for 
you to alter. Once you have finished making adjustments, click on the Set button. 

Importing Address Book Entries 

It is possible to import address book entries from ANT's Marcel email program, which was 
supplied as part of the ANT Internet Suite. This assists in the move from that product to Messenger 
Pro. 

To do this, first open the Address Book window, so that it is easily visible on screen. Next, locate 
your !Maree/Dir or your aliases file wherever you store your Marcel mail. It doesn't matter which 
you use, because using the !Maree/Dir will use the aliases file contained therein. The icon that you 
have located should be dragged to the main part of the Address Book window - the part where the 
addresses are displayed. 

Messenger Pro will then import the Marcel addresses, and they will appear in the window. By 
default, they will be set as personal (private) address book entries, so if you have more than one 
User set up in Messenger Pro, you will need to mark them as public if you want everyone to see 
them (see Editing Entries above). 

Distribution Lists 

The final facility which is available via the Address Book window is that of Distribution Lists. 
These are used if you need to send a message to a large number of people (often using the BCC 
blind carbon copy option when sending messages). For example, you might wish to have a 
distribution list of customers, for sending them emails detailing special offers. 
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You should start by producing a list of the email addresses to which you want to send messages. 
This list should have an address on each line, and should be a plain text file. This allows 
distribution lists to be easily exported out of databases. 

In the Address Book window, you can click on the Distribution Lists button to open one or more 
Filer windows showing where Messenger stores the lists. If you are an "Administrator" user (which 
you will be if you only have the one user) then two windows will open, similar to public and private 
address book entries described above. If you look in the title bars of the Filer windows, you will 
notice that one window will include the text Userhome and the user's name - that's the private one. 

Place your text file of addresses into one of the Filer windows, and give it a suitable filename eg. 
Customers. You can close the Filer window(s) now. 

Next, click on the Add button in the Address Book window to begin creating a new entry for your 
distribution list: 
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You should start by ticking the Distribution list option, which will enable the field beneath, and 
allow you to select your list from the popup menu. The Address field will be disabled, as it is not 
relevant if you are using a distribution list (since all the addresses are in the list). Finally, you 
should give it a Name and possibly an Alias too. Once you have done this, click Set to finish 
creating the entry. 

Using the Distribution list(s) 

When you wish to use the list(s), start by opening the Send Mail window normally, and write your 
message. It is good form to include one normal address in the To field so that it is properly 
addressed. Some email systems can object if no recipient is present! 

It is usual to use the Distribution List in the BCC field, found on the Advanced Send Mail window 
(click the Show advanced options button if using the Simple Send Mail window). This will prevent 
recipients seeing all the other people on the list, and is important for privacy reasons. Most internet 
users value their privacy, and may object strongly if you include their email address in a visible list. 
Select the appropriate entry from the popup address book menu to send to the list. 

Important note: If you plan to keep people's names, addresses or other details on file, then you may 
need to register with the Data Protection Agency - contact them if you aren't sure! 
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7. Searching 
Once you start using email and news regularly, you will often want to search messages, either 
individually (eg. finding something in a long newsletter) or, more usefully, searching many 
messages at once. The simplest task is to search an individual message for a topic, so this is covered 
first. 

Searching through an Individual Message 

It is first necessary to open the message so that you can read it in the normal fashion - by double 
clicking it in the message list window. The window which appears, showing the contents of the 
message, has a toolbar across the top: 

~~~~QB~~~~~ PG.ullJ n..od:'.!lf 
.!J.:!:l fromlh1er kll <ptter9foursqru;lemon.co.ub Dcu 128 Apr 1999 10:58 

.!J Subj«:tlrt..BTJgn.ibonandMWISON~ 

In usuge <na..dc802500.•70220C11Cgue.eneanonet.eo.ult> 
Colin McQueen <cmcquHnlarqonet co .ult> wrote: 

> run. It won't connect when the script r:una either. If I do• pa 1: the 
> 1cript procH• h 1till niMin9 . Ha. anyone 9ot any idea of wh<lt uy be 
> wrong ? 

I believe thlit tlte Tl u4 U light• on the I9nition •imply indicete 
activity on the IS2l2 UU port on the I9nition, and have nothia9 
(directly) to do with wltetbu you an co1m11chd to an ISDl2 or ISDl2e 
1.rvice (or, iadHd, any Tdco conuction at all). 

To search the message, click on the Find Text button to open the Find window: 
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Enter the text you wish to search for in the box, then click on the Find button. The search is not case 
sensitive. If Messenger finds the text, it will highlight the found text, and the Find window will stay 
open. Clicking on the Find button again, will search for further occurences of the text. If no 
(further) occurences are found, then the program will beep to indicate this. 

Searching Through Lots of Messages 

In many instances, it is necessary to search through lots of messages, be they in your Inbox, or in 
several different folders. These searches are initiated by left-clicking on the Search button in either 
the Main Groups or Message List windows, or by pressing F4: 

The Search Messages window will open: 
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Search tktails 
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The window above has been shown larger than other illustrations as it is the crux of this chapter! It 
is split into two parts - the Search details, which cover those group(s) you wish to search, and 
where to store the results; and Matching criteria, which determines what you search for. 

Search details 

Taking the Search details first, you can enter the groups/folders to search into the top field. To 
specify more than one for searching, separate them with commas eg. groupl,group2,group3 etc. Do 
not put spaces after the commas! Alternatively, you can pick the groups from the popup menu 
triggered by clicking on the button to the right of the field. Note that, if you are typing in a group 
name and it has a space in it, you should enter it as a hard space (type Alt-Space on the keyboard). 
Group names are not case sensitive. Using an •(asterisk) as part of a group name will act as a wild 
card and search all matching groups eg. comp.* searches all the comp newsgroups on the system. 

When the search has finished, the results will be stored in a folder so that you can refine or refer to 
the search again later. In fact, the actual messages are not stored in the folder, rather links to those 
messages are used, in order to conserve disc space. The folder used to store these results should be 
specified in the second box, or picked from the menu. 

Matching criteria 

T_he main part of the search window is the Matching criteria section which determines what you are 
searching for. Down the left hand side of this window you will see a series of tick boxes. To enable 
search on "that line" of the window, tick that box. You can search individual message headers (eg. 
sender, subject etc.) or the main content of the messages (body) or combinations thereof. Note that 
if you have a lot of mail/news, a body search can take some time! You should not include 
wildcards in the criteria fields - searching for "nip" will automatically find all occurences of the 
word "nipper", and any other corresponding words, eg. "snipe" etc. The search is not case sensitive. 
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Completing the search 

Once you have set up the search to your requirements, click on the Search button to begin. The 
search may take a few moments, so a percentage completed bar is shown in the Messenger Status 
Window (the one which appears each time you load the program). If you have closed the window, 
you can open it via the Utilities submenu of the program's iconbar menu. This window also allows 
you to stop the search part way through. 

,_ 

Once the search has finished (either completed or having been stopped by the user), a window will 
appear showing the results of the search. If you stopped the search part way through, then only the 
results up to that point will be shown. The group containing the results works just like any other 
folder of mail, except that the results of a search are stored as links to the appropriate messages, 
rather than as the messages themselves. 

If you subsequently need to re-do the last search, perhaps with a minor change, then the Recall 
previous button at the bottom left of the Search window will allow this. 
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8. Filtering, Scoring and Mailing Lists 
Once you begin to receive more than the occasional email message, it is important that your email 
software be able to file messages where you want automatically, and present them to you in a useful 
and practical manner. In many cases, you will want to add a new "user" (in Messenger terms, this is 
a different persona, with individual settings etc.), and this was covered in chapter 7. However, 
regardless of how many users you set up, the key to unleashing much of Messenger Pro's power lies 
in its Filtering and Scoring options. 

It is important to understand what these are, and the differences between the two. Filtering allows 
you to move messages around automatically, delete unwanted messages and ensure that they end 
up in the desired location. It is, in a phrase, about the destination of messages. Scoring, on the other 
hand, is concerned with how the messages are shown to you in the message listing window. 

Perhaps the best explanation is by way of example - to place all mail about Pineapples in a folder 
called "Pineapples" automatically, we would use a filter. To make messages from certain people 
appear top of our list, or in a different colour in our Pineapples folder, we would use scoring. 

Filtering 

The previous two paragraphs explain what filtering is for, but how do you go about setting it up? 
The first thing you need to ensure is that you are using an "administrator" user. If you just have a 
single user, you don't need to worry about this. 

Press the Menu mouse button over Messenger Pro's iconbar icon, and select Choices ... to open the 
configuration window. We are interested in the Filtering rules section: 

lg] X Filtu-ing rult1s 
l+ll!I 

Clicking on the Filtering rules option opens a window listing any current filters. The software 
allows you to set up many different filters, to ensure that all your mail ends up in the desired 
location. To create a new filter, click on the Add button. The main Edit filter window will open. 
This can be a little off-putting to start with, so take each section in turn! 
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The first thing we need to do is to is give the filter a name. This allows you to identify it quickly, 
should you need to change it later. As an example, we shall ensure that all messages with the word 
Pineapple in their subject line are filed away separately. A good name for this filter would be 
"Pineapple Filter". 

Next to the name box is the priority of the filter. Since we are only creating one filter, it isn't 
necessary to worry about this, but once you have several filters which could apply to the same 
message, the priority option allows you to set the order in which Messenger uses the filter. 

For most filters, you will want to change where the message ends up (ie. where it is stored). To do 
this, make sure that the If matched field is set to "store message in". The box beneath allows you to 
select where you wish the message to end up via a popup menu. You can also type it in directly if 
you wish. 

To complete the first part of the New Filter window, we have two tick boxes - Mail and News. 
These allow you to specify whether the filter should be applied to arriving mail, news or both. In 
our Pineapple example, we are only interested in mail, so you should untick the News box, to stop 
news postings about pineapples cluttering things up. 

The Matching Criteria section of the window is perhaps the heart of the filter, and allows you to tell 
Messenger what it should look for to trigger the filter. It consists of four lines (allowing AND /OR 
relationships) as shown below: 

Matching crit~ri.a 

=====:!di I= :!di e======~ 
~i§, l7 IP====~~ 

The first line is in three parts, whilst the second and subsequent lines are in four parts. The first 
writable box and the popup menu next to it is for the part of the message we are filtering on. In our 
example, pick Subject from the popup menu. To understand this more clearly, you need to 
understand that an email message is more than just the text that you read. At the top of each 
message, there are a series of "headers", in the form something: something. Common ones include 
subject: and to: but others exist too. To see a list of headers on a given message when reading it, you 
can click on the Toggle headers button on the view message toolbar. 

Next to the box for selecting the part of the message is the operator. In almost every case you will 
want to leave this set to= as you will want to filter on the basis of "When a matches b, then doc". 

The final writable icon on the first line is for the condition. This is the text that Messenger should 
look for. It is important to wrap it in* characters, so in our example, we would enter *pineapple*. 
This will cause Messenger to use the filter whenever the word "pineapple" appears in the subject of 
a message. 

The extra option at the start of lines 2-4 allow you to choose AND/OR for additional criteria. 
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The final part of the Edit filter window is the Expiry section, which allows you to choose whether or 
not the filter will be automatically removed by Messenger at some future date. In most cases, you 
will want to leave this set to Keep filter indefinitely, as you will not want Messenger to delete the 
filter unless you tell it to. 

Once you have completed your filter, you should click on the Set button, then Save on the filter list 
window. You should note that the filter will only apply to any new mail that comes in. Existing 
mail will not be affected by your filter. 

Scoring 

Unlike filtering, scoring rules are applied to all mail/news - new or old. They allow you to alter the 
colour in which individual messages appear, their order in the message list window, and even 
automatically mark them as "read" so that they don't normally appear in the message list window. 
One common use for scoring is to make mail from certain people appear in different colours. For 
example, you might want all the mail from your boss to appear in red! 

Since scoring rules are non-destructive, and may vary according to taste, each user can set their own 
scoring rules, and you don't need to be an administrator to set them up. As with filters, scoring 
rules are set up from the Messenger Choices window, available by clicking on the Choices ... option 
on the iconbar menu: 

~ Scoring roles 

The interface for scoring rules is very similar to filters described in the previous section, and just as 
before, you are first shown a list of any scoring rules you have currently set up. Clicking Add will 
begin creating a new one: 
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This window has many similarities to the filter window described in the previous section. Indeed, 
the main difference lies in the top Rule details section, so we shall concentrate on that. You should 
refer to the filter section previously if you need more guidance, or click the i button as usual. 
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As with filtering, the first box allows you to give the scoring rule a name. In our example, to colour 
messages from the boss, we might call it "Colour Boss Red". The priority option next to the name 
allows you to adjust things so that Messenger knows which scoring rules are the most important, 
and should be used first. In most cases, this should remain at 0. 

The For groups writable field and popup menu allow you to choose which folders to apply the rule 
to. This is a comma separated list, so you can choose as many as you like. In the example, we only 
want to colour messages in the Inbox, so you would select "Incoming mail" from the menu. 

The If matched field allows you to specify what will happen to the messages which match the 
scoring rule, just as with filtering. To set the colour of the message, pick "just colour". The options 
referring to the score of the message allow you to give each message a value determined by the 
scoring rule(s). When viewing the list of messages, one of the options on the menu is to display 
messages in order of score. 

The final part of the Rule details allows you to select a colour. Click Edit ... to change the colour. In 
the case of our example, we would select a red colour. 
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The Matching criteria section of the window works in exactly the same way as in the filtering 
section described earlier. For this reason, it seems sufficient simply to cite how we would go about 
the example, and refer you back for more detailed information. From the first menu, pick "From" 
because we want to colour mail from the boss. Leave the next box set to= and finally set the last 
writable icon on the first line to *boss@work.co.uk*. The* characters are very important, as 
Messenger would look for an exact match otherwise, and this is usually far too strict a criteria. 
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Just as with filters, you can tell Messenger to Expire scoring rules in various circumstances if you 
wish, although in most cases you will want to leave the scoring rule active ad infinitum. Once you 
are happy with your scoring rule, click OK to finish creating it, then Save in the window listing the 
scoring rules to finish. 

If you have a window open showing an affected folder of mail, then you may need to close and re
open it, or click on the Refresh listing button on the toolbar before the changes become visible: 

_Qj 
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Mailing Lists 

Messenger Pro has a special feature which allows you to treat email mailing lists just as you would a 
normal newsgroup. Although postings to mailing lists are sent (as the name implies!) via email, 
they have far more in common with newsgroups, but a more tightly controlled and limited 
circulation. As such, it would seem sensible for an email system such as Messenger Pro to present 
mailing lists in a similar fashion to newsgroups, and that is what it does! 

You may be wondering why Mailing Lists are being described in the same section as filtering and 
scoring. The reasoning is that you will need a filter (actually it isn't 100% necessary, but it makes life 
much easier!) in order to make best use of the feature. 

We shall assume that you have already subscribed to a mailing list - it is beyond the scope of this 
manual to describe how to go about joining a list, as it varies from list to list. We shall describe the 
set up process in a step-by-step tutorial fashion, because using Messenger Pro's mailing list 
functions require three distinct setup processes. 

To begin, you will need a Messenger Pro folder to store the messages you receive from the mailing 
list. To create the folder, right click on the Messenger icon on the iconbar, and click on the Create 
Folder button towards the left of the tool bar: 

A window will appear prompting you for a name for the mailing list, with two tick boxes beneath: 
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Since the folder is going to be designated as a mailing list in due course, you should untick the 
Make folder personal option. Click Create to complete this step. 

Messenger Pro now has somewhere to put the mailing list postings received. We now need to 
ensure that postings end up in the right place. This requires (you've guessed it!) a filter. 

Click the Menu mouse button over the Messenger Pro icon on the iconbar, and select Choices ... 
.--, from the menu. Click the Filtering rules option. (At this point, you may wish to have one finger in 

the Filtering section earlier in this chapter.) 

In the Filtering rules window, click Add to create a new filter to apply to your mailing list. 

First, give the filter a name. An example might be "Filter for xyz mailing list". Leave the priority at 
0, and the If matched section set to "store messages in". From the popup menu on the third line of 
the window, select the folder you made a few paragraphs previously. Untick the News option, as 
your mailing list postings will only be arriving via email. 
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What you need to put in the Matching criteria section of the window will vary depending on the 
mailing list. Most mailing lists will either have a common "to" setting, or a common "from" setting. 
You will need to look at the headers of some postings to gauge this. Refer to the Matching criteria 
section of the Filtering instructions previously for information on this. 

As an example, you might set the first box to "To" from the popup menu. Leave the second box at 
"=" and in the third box enter *something* where something might be the email address to which all 
postings are sent. It is an unfortunate side effect of the fact that each mailing list is slightly different 
that there are no hard and fast rules here. Remember the* characters - they are important! 

Finally, make sure that the Expiry is set to Keep filter indefinitely. 

Click Set to complete adding your filter, then Save in the window listing all your filters. 

This completes the second phase of adding your mailing list. 

The final stage is, perhaps, the simplest. From the Messenger Choices window, click the Mailing 
lists option. 

rD u .,,_,. U1TI ... ai-"ll ts!S 

A window will appear listing all the currently defined mailing lists. The purpose of this window is 
to tell Messenger which folders should be treated as mailing lists, and what address postings should 
be sent to. Click Add to open the final window: 
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In the Name box, type in a name for the mailing list. 

Pick the Folder you are using for your mailing list from the popup menu. 

Finally, in the Address field, enter the email address that postings should be sent to, then click on 
the OK button to complete the process. Click Close on the mailing list window. 

Congratulations, the process is complete! 

If you now right click on Messenger's icon on the iconbar, your folder should have a different icon 
(and possibly appear further up/down the list) to indicate it is a mailing list. (Remember that it 
may not be shown automatically if it is empty - display all messages if you aren't sure.) Opening 
the mailing list window will show articles in much the same way as for a news group. You can 
reply to postings via email (ie. privately) by clicking the standard reply button, or follow the posting 
up to the mailing list by clicking on the "news reply" button. In other words, you can now treat the 
mailing list exactly as you would a newsgroup. 
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9. Creating and Using Additional Users 
One of Messenger's most important features is the handling of more than one user, and hence more 
than one set of email and settings. Not only does this allow for varying settings, but it also allows 
single users and small businesses to have several different "faces" when dealing with the outside 
world. For example, in a small business environment, you might want to have separate faces for 
sales as distinct from support. Although there are a number of ways of achieving this with 
Messenger Pro, perhaps the most elegant and flexible is through the use of multiple Messenger 
"users". 

Adding Users 

User creating/modifying/deleting is a serious business, so is only available to the Administrator 
user(s). If you only have a single user set up, then that will (by default) already have this level of 
authority. However, quite clearly, you may not wish every user to have the ability to alter or delete 
others! 

To begin adding a user, you need to click the middle Menu mouse button over the Messenger icon 
on the iconbar. On the menu, click on the Choices ... option to open the Choices window, and then 
on the User details option to open the User list: 
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The current list of users is shown in the main part of the window, with the user on the left and the 
real name on the right. 

At this stage, it is also worth drawing your attention to the Forward undelivered mail to box at the 
bottom of the window. Ensuring that mail ends up in the right place is covered later in this chapter. 
However, if Messenger still doesn't know where to put messages once it has tried everything else, 
the user nominated here will receive the mail. Although you have the option of None here, this isn't 
recommended, as it means that messages of unknown destination will be lost altogether. 

To begin adding another user, click on the Create button. 
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You will be prompted for a login name for the new user: 
IOI "" ~- ... 
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In future, this will be referred to as the "user name". The name may be limited to 10 characters 
(depending on machine), but should ideally match the bit before the@ sign in your email address. 
In other words, if your email address were bob@bobshouse.com, then your new user might be bob. 
The later section concerning ensuring email delivery to the correct place is relevant at this point! 

A window will now appear allowing you to set up your new user. If you change your mind about 
any settings for the user at a later date, the Edit button in the User management list window can be 
used to re-display these settings for a selected user. 
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The Email address field is a little more interesting than you might at first imagine. If you enter 
more than one email address, each separated by a comma, then a menu will be available when 
sending mail, allowing you to pick which address you wish the message to be "from". 

Real name should be fairly straightforward - this is the name that people will see when they receive 
mail from you. Unless you have a business name to go in the Organization field, you should set 
that box to Home. 

The Change password and Access control options will be covered in the Privacy section which 
follows on from this section on adding users. 

The Keep copies of sent mail/news option determines whether Messenger Pro automatically files 
copies of your outgoing correspondence for your future reference. In most cases, you will want to 
have access to a log of all the messages you have sent to people, although how useful copies of 
outgoing news postings are is questionable, given that you will, in all likelihood, download the 
postings from the group yourself soon after! 
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When you delete messages, Messenger can file them away in the waste basket for a period so that 
you can recover them if you so desire. The Use waste basket option determines whether this 
cushion is available for the user in question. The waste basket is particularly useful if you turn off 
deletion warnings in the "Advanced options" Messenger choices window. 

The alternative "Reply-To" address and forward options allow you to redirect messages, causing 
replies to your messages to go to a different account, or incoming mail to be copied on to a different 
account respectively. These options can be useful if you plan to be away from the machine or have 
several different machines in different places, and need your mail to be redirected by Messenger. In 
most cases, you will probably not need to use these options. 

Once you are happy with the configuration of the user, click on the Set button. The next section on 
Privacy discusses the Access control and Password options. 

Privacy 

If several people plan to use Messenger Pro - in other words, each user really is a different person, 
rather than just a different "face" - it can be important to keep things private and secure. A basic 
level of security is offered in the form of passwords - each Messenger Pro user can have his/her 
own password, without which it won't be possible to log in as that user. 

However, Messenger Pro's privacy and security go beyond this. The software allows access to 
various sections to be restricted, so that certain users cannot perform certain operations. The very 
first user you created when you installed Messenger Pro will, by default, be the Administrator. This 
is, if you like, the master user, and the only one who can, for example, change site settings, or 
add/remove users. However, it is possible to give other users Administrator status if you wish. 

Passwords 

When creating or editing a user (see the Adding Users section earlier in this chapter), you will see a 
button marked Change password ... When you first create a user, it will not have a password, 
allowing the user to be accessed without you being prompted for a password. If you want to 
password-protect the user, click on the Change password ... button. A window appears: 

IOI Cltantt DOS.Sword 

Old ptUllWOnl I I I 
N<wpasllWOnl[ I 
N•wpasllWOnl[ I 

~ Canul 1 I S<t I 

~ Simply enter the old password, and type the new password in twice for confirmation. Once you 
have finished, click once on Set, and the password is changed. 

When you next log into that user - click the menu mouse button on the iconbar icon, and use the 
Login ... submenu - the user login window that appeared when you first set up Messenger Pro will 
appear, prompting you to enter a password before you will be able to access that user. 

Note that a user can change his/her own password, by using the User details choices window. 
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Unless they have Administrator rights, then only their own user will be editable. 
Access rights 

It is possible for the Administrator to set what a user can/cannot access. Be careful not to delete or 
restrict your Administrator user if you only have one! 

As with the passwords, these options are available in the User add/edit window, but unless the 
user has administrator rights, the Access control... button will be disabled. Clicking on that button 
opens the User access control window: 
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The window contains a number of tick boxes allowing you to enable or disable various facilities. 
Enabling the very first box - User is system administrator - will grey out most of the other options, 
as by its nature, the administrator needs to have full access! 

The Revoke access button allows you to "ban" a user. The user will still exist on the system, and 
Messenger will still deliver mail to that user, and retain any personal settings. However, it will not 
be possible to log in to that user, and hence the person who normally uses that user will not be able 
to read/write mail and news. As an example of its use, this option could be used to ban someone 
from accessing email (perhaps as a punishment) for a period. 

The various Privileges should be self-explanatory. They simply allow the administrator to prevent 
the user performing certain operations. If an option is ticked, then the user will be able to carry out 
that operation; if unticked, then they will be prohibited from that. 

Finally, if you choose to enable the Keep user secret option, the user will not appear on any of the 
publicly visible menus. Only the administrator would know of the user's existance. This option 
could usefully be used to create a "backup" administrator user, or even to hide the main one, to 
prevent people trying to guess the password. If they don't know the user exists, they won't try to 
access it! 

Once you are happy with the various access control settings, click on the Set button. 
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Personal Settings 

Each Messenger Pro user can have his/her own personal settings, including which newsgroups are 
shown, what order their email is displayed in, personal scoring rules (see previous chapter), how 
messages are shown etc. 

If you don't want to have every available newsgroup shown for your user, then there is one very 
important option which must be disabled. Go to the Messenger Pro choices from the iconbar menu, 
and select Advanced Options. The last setting in the first General section is Auto subscribe to 
groups. If this is selected, you will always be shown a full list of available newsgroups. If you want 
to pick just the ones you are interested in, disable the option. For example, in a family situation, a 
teenager may wish to read a newsgroup relating to a pop star, whereas the parents might not have 
any interest in that whatsoever. 

In Messenger Pro's choices window, the right hand column of buttons gives access to a number of 
/\ aspects that users may wish to change for themselves: 

"" 

Display settings 

Edit settings 

This covers the font used to display messages when reading them, the 
colours used when reading, and various other message display options. 

This controls various options associated with the writing and sending 
of mail. The most useful part of this window allows you to set 
signatures and taglines for the user, the latter being flippant or thought 
provoking comments randomly appended to the 
messages you send. 

Speech settings If you have Jonathan Duddington's Speak application, this options 
window allows you to choose which voice is used, and set how much 
or how little speech is used. 

Scoring rules See the previous chapter for information on scoring. 

Advanced options This section provides a great deal of flexibility over how Messenger 
behaves, varying from how strict the program is when checking emails 
you send for netiquette errors, to enabling/disabling message delete 
warnings. Various PGP security options are also available. The online 
documentation contains a useful introduction to PGP message security 
if you are interested in such matters. You may well wish to enable the 
MIME by default option, and you can also use the advanced send 
mail/news as standard from here. 

Since it is likely that the Advanced options will change between versions, 
with extra options appearing to cover new features, it is suggested you 
click on the i button in the bottom left corner for the latest online help. 

In addition to the Messenger choices window, various Display settings can be set from the menu 
available over the Message List window. When you have a list of messages on screen, press the 
middle Menu mouse button over the window, and slide to the right off Display. Here you will be 
able to select how the list is sorted, and even set signatures and the like exclusively for the folder 
being viewed etc. These options can be found via Display-> Settings -> Edit. 
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Ensuring Mail Delivery to the Correct User 

Perhaps the largest challenge of sorting out a multiple user Messenger Pro system is the task of 
ensuring that mail ends up in the right place. Historically, this wasn't too much of a problem, with 
multiple addresses downloading from your Internet Provider to separate files via SMTP transfer - as 
long as you matched the user name to the "bit before the@ sign", all was well. However, most 
internet mail is now fetched using the POP3 method, which is far more suited to single addresses 
than multi-user setups. 

Because of this interaction between the method of mail fetching and Messenger Pro itself, the 
process of ensuring correct mail delivery can be associated with the software you are using to 
connect to the internet and fetch mail. However, we will start by looking at just using Messenger 
Pro to divert the mail into the right place. 

Regardless of how you ensure correct delivery, it is a good idea to match the user name with the "bit 
before the @ sign" in your email address. So, if you wanted mail boxes for bob@test.freeuk.com and 
tony@test.freeuk.com it would be sensible to have "bob" and "tony" users. 

Just using Messenger Pro to achieve the desired results 

If you have read the previous chapters, it will come as no surprise that this can be achieved through 
mail Filtering. You may wish to re-read the Filters chapter before going any further, to remind 
yourself of the process. 

The important thing to remember when setting up a mail filter for a user is that there are a number 
of ways of identifying mail for that user. Not only can a message be "To" the user, it can also be 
"CC" to the user. Finally (and this is the problem one) if the message has been sent to the person via 
BCC (blind carbon copy) then there will be no "To:" or similar field to work on. To get round this 
problem, many Internet Providers add extra information to the email messages you receive 
identifying who they are destined for. 

At this stage, you should open an existing message in the normal fashion. When you have the 
message on screen, click on the "View headers" button on the toolbar: 

n l 
~ 

Extra lines will now appear at the top of the message, showing you the various informational parts 
of the email which you wouldn't normally see. Many providers will add Envelope-to or similar 
lines identifying who the original mail was destined for . Note down the exact start of the line (up to 
the colon character), including the case of each letter. Variations include X-Envelope-To and others. 
You may wish to refer to several emails at this point. 

Once you are clear about how your Internet Provider does this, it is time to add the Filter(s). Press 
the Menu mouse button over the Messenger icon on the iconbar, and go to Choices... Click on 
Filtering rules, and then on Add. 

Give the filter a helpful name, such as "Filter for Bob's email". Leave If matched set to "store 
message in". From the popup menu next to the box beneath "store message in", select the Incoming 
mail folder for the desired user. Untick News, as this filter should not apply to News. 
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The main part of the filter is in the Matching criteria section: 

Since we want to have a reliable filter, it is best to use several lines, each separated with an OR 
relationship. Step by step: 

In the first box, pick To from the menu 
Leave the operator set to = 
In the condition box at the end of the first line, put •name• where name is name@account.co.uk 
Remember that the • characters are important! 

On the next line, pick OR from the first popup menu and then repeat the above steps but use 
CC instead of To. 

Finally, on the third line, again pick OR and repeat, but instead of picking from the menu, type 
Envelope-To (or whatever header you found previously) into the first writable icon on the line. 

Leave the filter active indefinitely, and the window should look something like: 
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Once you are happy, click on the Set button, then Save in the Filtering rules list window. The filter 
will now be active, and you can go online and fetch new mail. 

You should now find that the incoming mail is automatically filtered into the correct place for the 
user. You can add as many filters as you like - one for each user. 
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Delivering mail to users without filtering 

Whilst filters can help ensure that mail ends up in the right place regardless of how it was 
downloaded, it is possible to avoid filters altogether. However, the exact procedure for this will 
vary depending upon the software used to download mail (ie. your internet connection software). 

If the filename of downloaded mail matches a Messenger Pro user, then even without filters, the 
software will deliver the mail to the named user. Using this feature, some quite sophisticated 
results are possible, even without filters. 

For example, imagine the situation where you have just one person using Messenger Pro. Over the 
years he has had three different "public" email addresses, and needs to fetch mail from all of these, 
but wants to see it all in one place. In addition, he receives mail from an internal company mail 
server on the network, and he wants this to be in a separate user, with separate settings etc. 

By fetching each of the three "public" addresses to the same file, with the name matching the user in 
Messenger Pro, all the public mail is fetched to the same place. The "internal" mail is then fetched to 
a different file, but again the name matches another Messenger user. When Messenger sees this 
mail, it will see only two files, and deliver them to the matching users, all without any filters! 

Of course, the tricky part of this process is fetching the mail to separate files, and this is the part that 
varies with your internet software. Indeed, if you have several people sharing one account, it may 
not even be possible to fetch each person's messages to a separate file. You can see why we covered 
the filtering method first! 

Having explained the principle, we shall cite R-Comp's DialUp software as an example of how to go 
about setting this up. Other software, eg. !Popstar and !Pop may work in a similar manner. 

In DialUp's choices, there is an Emailboxes button, which brings up a list of all the POP email 
accounts being fetched . If you add, or edit one, the following window appears: 
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The first line - Local User (filename) - is the key. If you set this to match the Messenger Pro user 
you wish the mail to end up in, then it will be downloaded to that filename, and end up in that user. 
Note that if your user has"." (dots) in, then they should be entered as'/' (slash) eg. bob.smith@ 
would be fetched to a filename bob/smith 
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In many cases, you may have several people downloading mail from the same account (many 
Internet providers allow for several email addresses to be used with a single POP account). When 
your computer downloads this mail, it all comes down in one fetch, so it isn't immediately possible 
to split simply by setting the download filename. 

In this case, many Internet Providers (we shall use Demon as an example) allow you to fetch an 
individual user's mail separately, rather than downloading the whole lot together. For example, if 
your email addresses were: bob@account.demon.co.uk and tony@account.demon.co.uk it is possible to 
fetch Bob's mail separately from Tony's. To do this, instead of using a POP account name of account, 
you would use bob+account for one emailbox, and tony+account for a second emailbox. Each could 
then be given a different filename. Note, however, that not all Internet Providers will offer this 
facility. 

Once the mail is fetching correctly to separate file names, Messenger Pro will automatically deliver 
the mail to the matching user. 

Logging in to (Hidden) Users 

Once you have Messenger set up with multiple users, you will normally use the Login submenu 
from the iconbar menu to select the user you want. This is fine for normal users, but if a user has 
been marked as "hidden", it won't be listed on the Login menu. 

Instead, to log in to a hidden user, bring up the iconbar menu as usual by clicking the middle Menu 
mouse button over Messenger's iconbar icon. Rather than moving to the right of the Login ... option, 
click with the left mouse button on it, and the standard login window is shown: 

JO I Usfr l oaln 
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Password I I 
_J Remember details 
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Simply type the name of the hidden user into the User name writable icon, and enter the 
appropriate password into the box beneath. Once you have done that, click on the Login button, 
and you will be able to access the user as normal. 
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Appendix A - Glossary of Terms 
Attachments Files (eg. pictures or documents) which are enclosed with an email message 

Debatching 

Filtering 

Email/news is sent and received via your Internet software. Once it has been 
downloaded, Messenger picks it up and makes it available to you. This latter 
process is called debatching. 

Messenger can automatically sort incoming mail into different "boxes" and users, 
so that you don't have to do it by hand. This process is called Filtering. 

Folders These are "boxes" you create in Messenger to file away your messages. You might 
have folders for several different topics. 

Groups This is Messenger's generic term for a "box" of email or news. Your Inbox, folders, 
newsgroups, mailing lists etc. are all Groups. 

Archive Groups Groups which are shown separately to avoid cluttering the Main Groups window. 

Headers Information about messages such as the sender and subject are stored in the 
Header of a message. These are normally hidden when reading and are dealt 
with automatically by email programs such as Messenger Pro. 

Inbox A special group into which all your new mail is placed, aka Incoming Mail. 

MIME Email messages cannot contain anything other than the standard alphabetical 
and numerical characters. MIME encoding is a method of getting round this 
limitation and, as such, is also a method of attaching data files. Most PC/Windows 
email programs require files to be sent in MIME format. 

PGP A method of sending secure, encrypted emails. Refer to the online help for a 
comprehensive overview and instructions. 

POP or POP3 This is the most common method of downloading email onto your computer. 

Queue 

Scoring 

Threading 

Transports 

Users 

UU-coding 

All mail and news which is to be sent next time you go online is regarded as being 
stored in the outgoing Queue. The Show Queues option on the Utilities submenu 
from the iconbar menu allows you to look at and alter queued messages. 

Messenger automatically rates each message based on various rules which you 
can set up. Depending upon the "score", messages can be shown in different 
colours, in different orders, or hidden away. 

Articles on the same topic in newsgroups (and mailing lists) are known as a thread. 
Threading shows these articles together making it easy to follow discussions. 

These are files which tell Messenger how to work with your Internet software 

Messenger is capable of handling mail and personal settings for different people, 
known as users. A single person could also have several users if they wish to 
separate different mail boxes or Internet accounts. 

Similar to MIME, but older and less flexible. This is purely a method of attaching 
files to messages that you send. Older email systems can only handle UU-coded 
files, and Messenger will use this method unless explicitly told to use MIME. You 
should note that several PC programs only support MIME and not UU-coding! 
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